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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Sarah sitting in her home office, speaking on camera for the entire 

length of the video.   

Sarah has long, blonde hair and is wearing glasses and a long-sleeved, burgundy blouse.  

Transcript 

Sarah Hendriks: 

There is an ever-increasing amount of data out there. So how do you sort through all of it to find 

out the most important key metrics for your business?  

[Upbeat music plays.  The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove.  Then 

the scene returns to Sarah speaking on camera.] 

Well, it's all going to depend on what your business does.  

So in private sector, that might mean selling a product or service, and in government, for 

example, that might mean, are people finding the information or services that they need online? 

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/te4kjLEahJnXyQZ7DZJVYS?


So start by determining what your business objective is, and then you can turn to the A B Cs. 

“A” meaning acquisition. How are people finding your website? Are they searching on certain 

keywords that are leading them to your website through the search engines like Google? Then 

you need to work on your SEO.  

Are they finding you through social media campaigns or paid campaigns like Google ads? Then 

you need to work on the performance of your campaigns.  

Now, once they get to your site, then you want to start looking at Behaviour, “B”. So behaviour 

factors are going to be how someone interacts, or engaged, engages with your website. So with 

content that could mean scrolling - how far they scroll on a blog post, it could mean whether 

they download a white paper, it could also mean how far they watch a video. 

Using tools like Siteimprove Analytics, you can look at behaviour maps and click maps, heat 

maps to see what people are clicking on, where they're navigating and what information they're 

finding.  

And then, lastly, we get to conversion, “C”. So conversions are going to be those key metrics, 

those key reasons your business has a website. So it might be a contact us form fill. Or it might 

be a task completion so you can survey people on your website and ask them, did you find what 

you were looking for? Yes, or no? 

Alright, well, that's it for me. If you want to find out more useful tips, you can check out our digital 

marketing series. Thanks. 
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